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Since 1990, Willis Walkabouts have been offering

overseas experiences like no other company.

Trekking deep into the wilderness and getting off

the beaten track, we guarantee you a holiday away

from the crowds.

Scandinavia, Patagonia, Vanuatu and Southern

Africa; Willis offers a variety of unique trips to

suit all levels of fitness and adventure.

If you want a ‘one of a kind’ overseas holiday,

then have a look at our website and see what we

have to offer. You won’t regret it.

Willis Walkabouts, leading people towards new

horizons in small groups with unforgettable

scenery and memories that last forever!

Willis’s Walkabouts

Overseas Expeditions

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au rrwillis@internode.on.net    Ph: 08 8985 2134

Willis’s Walkabouts

Sarek National Park, Sweden

As you read this I will be tramping in NZ for three 
weeks with Billbo and the “Not Dwarves” (hopefully 
we will not encounter any orcs or mountain trolls). 
Over the past month I continued to broil myself 
on good trips run by our new leaders including the 
recent abseiling workshop based out of Newnes:

• Please put in your diaries:

• Annual General Meeting on Wed 13 March 
at 7.35pm at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood 
Centre. It’s not quite as entertaining as 
Federal Parliament but it is your opportunity 
to have a say. There will be wine and 
nibbles after the official business and a draw 
for a lucky door prize

• The Annual Reunion at Coolana on the 
weekend of 16–17 March, which will include 
the “Awakening of the Guardian Spirits” for 
the newly gazetted Dot Butler Conservation 
Reserve at sunset from the Dot Butler 
Lookout. We will also be running an 
abseiling workshop, email claudiadouglas9@
gmail.com to book in.

• Utilising funds from the Biodiversity Grant, 
our contractor’s team of four spent two days 
scouring the western slopes of Coolana from 
the camping flat to Dot’s Creek, and up to the 

Escarpment. They removed/treated isolated 
clumps of Tobacco Weed, Privet and Lantana. 
Thereby literally nipping the problem in the 
bud and preventing the infestations getting 
out of control. Going forward, they will conduct 
an annual inspection sweep to consolidate the 
significant gains that have been made. 

•  Our Tigers have been competing well in various 
recent endurance events with Helen Macdonald 
and Michael Bradburn (among others) 
achieving very credible times.

•  Although our Constitution allows a Member to 
serve in the same Committee role for three 
years, we have a tradition that the President 
only serves for two years. I think that this is 
a good norm, as it allows new blood and new 
ideas. As my two years is up at the March 
AGM, I will be standing down before heading 
off overseas for six months. My thanks to the 
multitude of Members who have assisted in 
enhancing the functioning of the Club over the 
last three years.

Glad that I will not be Haast Eagle food! (Refer: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haast’s_Eagle)

Ian Wolfe

President says...

• We further refined the Budget for 2013 (taking 
pointers from Christine Lagarde . . .)

• We gave the final OK for the documentation for 
the AGM to be held on 13 March 2013 (please 
put this date in your diaries)

• The normal Business As Usual items

New members this month:

• Christine Burke
• Richard Lall

From the Committee Room

The latest edition of the  
Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs  

magazine is now available for 
downloaded at:

www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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About Our Club 

The Sydney Bush Walkers Club was formed in 1927 
for the purpose of bringing bushwalkers together; 
enabling them to appreciate the great outdoors; 
establishing a regard for conservation and 
promoting social activities. The Club’s main activity 
is bushwalking but we also have other activities 
such as cycling, canoeing and social events. 

Our Walks Program (published quarterly) features 
day walks on most Saturdays and Sunday, some 
midweek walks and overnight weekend walks. 
Extended walks are organised in areas such as the 
Snowy Mountains and the Warrumbungles, as well 
as interstate and overseas trips. 

Our meetings start at 8pm and are held on 
Wednesday evenings (see Social Program) at 
Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, 16 Fitzroy Street, 
Kirribilli (near Milsons Point Railway Station). 

Visitors and prospective members are welcome 
www.sbw.org.au

SBW Annual 
Orienteering 
Competition – the 
Butler Bush Bash

At the Annual Reunion (16–17 March) three events 
will be held:

Dot’s Dash – for the fastest time around the 
course, with as many of the 20 markers attended as 
possible and codes correctly recorded. Commences 
at 8.30am from the Shelter Shed, return by 5.30pm. 
(Register from 7.30am at the Shed.)

Wade’s Wander – most points in three hours 
from any five markers. Commences at 10am at 
the Shelter Shed, concludes 1pm. (Register from 
9.30am)

Wendy’s Walk – visiting at least three markers, and 
taking the nicest flora or fauna photos. Commences 
any time on the Saturday and concludes at 4pm

Maps and marker information from:  
www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-coolana.seo



The Midweek Walkers
Bill Holland

It looks as if it will be a busy year for the Midweek 
Walkers. For those of you who are unfamiliar with 
our group we are mainly retirees or those who are 
able to organize themselves to take time off to enjoy 
the bush away from the midweek crowds

In February we return to the Villa Paradiso in Myola 
on the South Coast. March will be busy with the 
Coolana Reunion (16–17 March) and Easter. Early 
April will see a visit to Canberra for some cycling 
and touring the attractions of the nation’s capital 
and at the end of April we have full bookings for 
Yarragobilly Caves. 

Now, looking ahead to the rest of this year. I have 
not been able to give much time to the middle of 
the year when a few of us will be away. I would like 
someone to organise a camp perhaps up north or on 
the shores of Myall Lakes, north coast beaches or a 
similar activity during June. 

Although July is in the middle of winter and will be 
shivery cold, we will have a trip to Broken Hill where 
we will stay in warm motel rooms and visit local 
spots. Before I survey the local motels/camping 
grounds please let me know if you would like to 
attend. We plan to go by train to Broken Hill and 
hire cars if necessary for touring the town and 
surroundings.

August seems a good time to visit Lamington 
National Park in Queensland and the following three 
months are taken up with Cutlers Cottage on Myall 
Lakes in September, New England National Park in 
October and Dunns Swamp in November.

In the last few weeks six more people have asked 
to be advised of our midweek activities. This brings 
our mailing list to over 70 people and accounts for 
the high attendances at most of our recent events. 
If you would like to be added to our mailing list 
please let me know by contacting me on 4296 3084 
or by email to billholland@bigpond.com.

Here are details of the coming events and a reminder 
– don’t forget the Annual Reunion at Coolana!

Villa Paradise Myola 18–22 February 

We have booked both houses and both will be full. 
The houses are modern and comfortable, close to 
the river and surrounded by beautiful bush. The bay 
and the creek are fantastic places for all sorts of 
water sport activities. A nice stroll through the bush 
brings you to the kilometres long beaches of the 
bay. This activity is full booked but there may be 
room for additional numbers in the nearby caravan 
park!

Canberra 8–12 April 

See all the Autumn colours. We will stay at a caravan 
park and cycle the bicycle pathways, visit galleries 
etc. This is an activity great for the energetic and 
not-so-energetic cyclists, or those who simply want 
to visit the well-known features of Canberra. Please 
let me know if you would like to join us and I will 
make a cabin or tent site booking. This is in the 
school holiday period so early advice would be 
appreciated.

Yarrangobilly Caves 29 April–3 May

“The Yarrangobilly Caves are located in the northern 
part of the Kosciuszko National Park, just off the 
Snowy Mountains Highway between Tumut and 
Cooma. Come and discover Nature’s wonders inside 
the Snowy Mountains, providing tickets for guided 
and self-guided cave tours and access to a natural 
thermal bathing pool, barbecue facilities, picnic 
areas and a number of short walks. While the caves 
are some of the most beautiful in Australia, the 
landscape above ground is truly awe inspiring and 
well worth taking the time for a wander, you never 
know what you will come across.” 

This activity is now fully booked!

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found by logging 
in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the present day. 
Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past! 

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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SBW magazine scanning project
Tom Brennan

For the past 18 months, I have been progressively 
scanning the old SBW club magazines, dating back 
to 1931. While taking a lot longer than I might 
have hoped, nearly 700 magazines have now been 
scanned, which is about 90% of the total. Over 
650 of these are available for download from the 
internet.

In addition, all of the ones on the internet have 
been passed through an OCR (Optical Character 
Recognition) program, to convert the scans to text. 
This means that the magazines are now searchable. 
You can punch in something like “Dione Dell” or 
“Perrys” and find all the magazines in which those 
places are referenced. This is a fantastic resource if 
you’re interested in bushwalking history, or maybe 
planning a walk to a new area.

Head to http://ozultimate.com/sbw/wiki and have 
a look.

What’s the catch? Well, the OCR process is a bit 
rough. If the scans are not perfect – and for old 
magazines they’re definitely not – there will be 
errors in the text. This is where you can help. 
Anyone can jump on to the wiki, create an account, 
and tidy up the text. If every SBW member tidied 
up just one issue, the entire history of SBW would 
be digitised just like that!

Also, there are a few magazines missing. If anyone 
has the following issues that they would like to 
donate to fill in the collection, please contact me 
(website@ozultimate.com):

November 1937
March 1955
October 1956
August 1964
July 1965
March 1968
January 1975
December 1994
May 1995
July 1996
December 1997
July 1999

Some of the other magazines are in poor condition, 
so if you’re planning on throwing out your old 
collection, please contact me first.

Thanks to Geoff Bishop for his assistance with the 
scanning, and to quite a number of people who 
removed staples from magazines to allow the 
scanning to happen more easily.

To give you an idea of what’s there, here’s an article 
from August 1948, on the first installation of chains 
on Carlon Head.

Down Mansons Ladders

By “Piton”.

On Saturday, June 14th, a party of trusting souls 
placed their lives in the hands of John Manson to be 
taken by the new route to Carlons, via Carlons Head 
[Carlon Head] and Mansons Ladders.

Camping at Corral Swamp on the Saturday night I 
think we put in the coldest night any of us had ever 
experienced and the next morning we surveyed a 
frost-covered world. During the night I had been 
wishing that the numerous parcels of iron pitons, 
chains, picks and ropes which went to make up John’s 
load for the weekend, could have been, by the wave 
of a magician’s wand, transposed into eiderdowns, 
etc. It was the first time some of us had seen a hoar 
frost. It was inches deep and pieces of it, brought 
back to the lazy ones still recumbent in sleeping 
bags, presented a pretty sight, together with what 
appeared to be panes of glass, but in reality were 
pieces of the top layer of the ice covered pool.

All food left out during the night was covered with 
frost - oranges having a pretty white covering and 
even the eggs, when broken, would not leave their 
shells but had to be dug out as though they had 
been hard boiled.

All these incidents caused quite a lot of excitement 
at the moment, but they paled into insignificance 
the following morning. Len and John had risen early 
as there was much work still to be done. We had 
been much warmer this night - wearing everything 
we possessed - but the frost was just as thick. Len, 
in making a hasty exit from his tent broke the tent 
pole - when, lo and behold, up stood the tent all by 
its little self. Sounds a tall story but was witnessed 
by several very reliable people! The poor tent was 
frozen stiff, as were the spectators, until a cheery 
fire was going and human beings as well as food 
stuffs were thawed out.

Now to go back to the Ladders - John and Len worked 
all day Sunday - it sounded like the Woodpecker’s 
Song - chip, chip into the rock face. We girls had 
leisurely followed them on from Corral Swamp 
guided by little tin arrows placed on suitable trees. 
Near the end of the track, to make sure we were on 
the correct route, we Went out on to an overhanging 
point and looked across to where we thought they 
should be working. Lola spotted a dark form which 
appeared to be swaying over a sheer drop of many 
hundreds of feet and almost swooned when she 
decided that it was Jack suspended on a rope. Now 
quickly following our objective we reached Carlons 
Head and were very relieved to find the dark object 
was merely a jutting tree trunk which either our vivid 
imaginations or imperfect eyesight had visualised as 
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How big do we want to be in the years ahead?
SBW Committee

Further to the articles in the November Magazine 
and January Newsletter seeking feedback from 
Members (ahead of the Annual General Meeting 
on Wednesday 13 March 2013), we have received 
further input from Members. The consensus seems 
to have firmed up along the lines of:

• Members want the Club to keep being a 
group where most people know each other to 
some degree, and has a collegiate/social feel 
to it (rather than a commercial/transaction 
orientation) ie. we don’t want to get “too big”.

• Growing the Club by about 60–70 new full 
members a year is about right across a range 
of factors ie. replacing “retired” walkers, getting 
new ideas, keeping the average age under 40, 
etc.

• Having between 300–400 active full members is 
what we need to help ensure:
• viable party sizes for trips to more remote 

areas
• a gene pool to allow 10-15 new Leaders to 

emerge each year.
• It doesn’t really matter how many Members we 

have who walk infrequently.
• Having about 400 Prospectives at any one time 

is all we can handle.
• It is OK to consider taking on a part time 

Staff person to do much of the mechanical 
administrative work that the current volunteers 
complete (but we don’t want any full time staff 
at this stage).

• We need to continue to appropriately spend 
funds to streamline the operation of the Club. 

• This approach to be reconfirmed every 3 years 
at an AGM.

Conclusion:

Please consider this straw-person consensus. Send 
out your thoughts on Google Groups, write a letter 
to the editor, or send an email to secretary@sbw.
org.au.

We currently have 548 full members of which 
57 are in the membership class of Inactive and 
approximately 360 Prospectives – just over 900 
members in total. 

Subject to refining the text, there will be debate on 
the following Motions at the AGM:

1. That SBW target growing to:
a. About 300 full Members engaged in 7 or 
more days of activities per year (we have about 
200 at present)
b. About 400 prospective members
c. About 400 full members engaged in less 
than 7 days of activities per year (we have about 
350 at present)
d. This motion be re-appraised at an AGM at 
least once every 3 years.

2. That the SBW Committee is authorised to 
investigate, and potentially secure on a contract 
basis, the services of a part time Administrative 
Officer to facilitate the operation of the Club.

but had quite a lot of terra firma not very far below 
him and was calmly digging footholds in the cliff 
face, and did not present the terrifying spectacle we 
had expected to see.

The work continued till about 4.30 in the afternoon, 
when it was considered safe to allow us to descend. 
The packs were lowered first - being the most 
important I suppose - and, as our party had grown 
to eleven in all, the golden ball of sun had slid behind 
the mountain by the time the last of our tribe was 
safely lowered - rope round middle and John as 
belaying post (he will probably be thinner than ever 
after lowering ten people down - I don’t know how 
he got on himself as he was the last but probably his 
body went down by memory)

Len was below shouting instructions as to where 
the left leg should be lowered to - when on 
practically every occasion it was the right leg which 
we unfortunately had at our disposal. However, 
despite the fact that they had not had time to put in 
sufficient pitons until the following day, the descent 
was made quite easily and without mishap. It was 
now dark and we had a slithery, slippery slide down 

Carlon’s all at the end of a lovely shimmery, sunny 
day. It had been enjoyed by all - with just a touch 
of suspense and excitement to give it flavour - as 
needs the egg a pinch of salt.

The next morning John, Len and Dot too this time 
left early and walked across crackling, frost-covered 
ground and did not mind the climb up to Carlons 
Head to warm their frozen bodies. Len did noble 
work over the sulphur pot, handing up the hot 
brew to John to enable him to set in the pitons. 
Dot-kept the fire burning merrily and egged the 
workers on by talking about the delicious lunch she 
was preparing. The poor things still had an aroma of 
sulphur surrounding them many hours later.

When we lazy ones arrived at lunch time we found 
our hard working, pals had fitted sufficient pitons to 
make the climb easier than the previous day and, 
though not yet finished to John’s satisfactioh, it was 
easily negotiable. So ended a weekend of glorious 
weather, with much hard work for the two ring-
leaders, but, judging by the talk coming home in 
the train, a weekend of perfect enjoyment for all 
concerned. 
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The current state of the “Election Slate” for the 
2013 Committee 

The nominations that have been received to date 
are:

President: Leigh McClintock

Vice President: Roger Tregaus 

Secretary and Public Officer: Vacant

Treasurer: Margaret Carey

Activities Secretary: Sharam Landarani; Glenn 
Draper

Communications Secretary: Ondrej Ivanic

Skills Enhancement Secretary: Richard Darke

Membership Secretary: Sue Bucknell

New Members Secretary: Vacant

In accordance with Clause 15.4 of our current 
Constitution “If the number of nominations received 
is equal to the number of vacancies to be filled, the 
persons nominated are taken to be elected”. So, in 
order to give the Members some choice, and to inject 

some healthy competition, further nominations are 
actively encouraged.

If you feel you would potentially like to contribute, 
and one of these roles appeals to you, please contact 
the Vice President or Secretary at vicepresident@
sbw.org.au and secretary@sbw.org.au to have an 
exploratory chat (nomination forms – both Word 
and PDF – can be found on the Resources Page of 
our website: www.sbw.org.au/contentcommon/pg-
resources-members.seo and we can find people to 
support your nomination (these need be received 
by COB 5 March 2013) 

The Associate Secretary roles (which are not 
formally on the Committee) include:

Conservation Secretary: Pam Campbell

Social Secretary: Christine McColl

Magazine and Newsletter Editor: Joanna Penney

Business Manager: Jim Close

Web Master: Jim Vaughan

Kosciuszko Huts Association Update – 1 Feb 2013

Orange Hawkweed Report for the 2011-2012 
Season:

The program ran for nine weeks from December to 
February with 62 volunteers. It included one remote 
area survey with a helicopter. Nine insertion sites 
were surveyed, with a positive identification by a 
volunteer 1.4km west of the existing Doubtful Gap 
population. This in turn led to the identification of 
an additional 15 sites. The volunteers walked the 
equivalent of 1,507km and covered 248ha.

Future activities:

• There will be a working bee at O’Keefes Hut 
9–11 March

• A Pretty Plain reunion will be held at the Hut 
15–18 March

• KHA Annual General Meeting will be held on 
Saturday 18 May at the Boali Lodge in Thredbo 

• A joint NPWS/KHA GPS workshop will be held 
at Currango Homestead on the weekend of  
26–27 May

For those interested in participating in the above 
activities, more information about KHA can be found 
at:

KHA web site: http://khuts.org/ (please note the 
News Update section halfway down the page, which 
has a number of interesting Articles and old photos)

KHA Forum: http://khuts.org/forum where you can 
directly interact and have your say.

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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Sydney Bush Walkers – Member Benefits

A rich and varied Activities Program:
Updated quarterly and via Short Notice Activity 
emails, including:
• Day walking, weekend walking, mid-week trips, 

multi-day trips (long weekends and Easter), 
with grades from easy to hard

• Exploratory trips
• Extended trips of seven days, two weeks and 

beyond
• Trips into wilderness & remote areas of Australia 

such as south-west Tassie, the Kimberly’s, etc 
• Overseas trips to the Himalayas, Japan, Peru, 

UK, Europe, etc
• Liloing, canoeing, canyoning, cross country ski 

touring, snow shoeing, cycling
• Endurance Events for Tigers – organised public 

events and our very own 6 Foot Track, K to K 
and 3 Peaks 

• Orienteering and rogaining (including Navshield, 
for which the registration fee is funded by the 
club for active leaders).

Access to:
• A reliably competent group of congenial trip 

companions (who are world renowned as 
interesting characters!)

• A rich store of rare trip knowledge on how to 
visit remote and special places

• Lightweight walking techniques.

Skills enhancement for Members in:
• An induction program for Prospective Members
• Camping 
• Navigating 
• Abseiling 
• Paddling 
• Cross Country Skiing (courtesy of the NSW 

Nordic Ski Club)
• Leadership (for bush walks and specialist 

activities)
• First Aid (the Club funds the registration fee for 

completing a formal course or renewal courses, 
for members who walk for seven or more days 
per year. This includes the four day Remote Area 
Course for active leaders) 

Note: the commercial equivalent of many of these 
workshops would be in the range of $100-150 per 
day).

Discounts: A standing 10% discount from Paddy 
Pallin (including waiving of the fee for the PP Club), 
and specials from our gear and adventure trip 
advertisers.

Coolana: Our 53 hectare bush property on the 
Kangaroo River, which is available for use by 
Members at any time for:
• Camping, orienteering, swimming, paddling, 

liloing and just relaxing
• Day and weekend walking – and lots of accessible 

walks of all types & grades in the beautiful 
Kangaroo Valley.

Camping: Base camping from bush campsites, car 
accessible camp sites and lodges.

Communication: 
• A rich website with a dedicated Members Area 

full of resources with lots of “virtual walking” 
material for those who can’t get out there www.
sbw.org.au

• Picassa Gallery for trip photographs
• A high quality monthly electronic or printed 

Magazine/Newsletter (with an expanding 
historical database)

• Regular information emails via Google Groups 
• Information via the www.bushwalk.com online 

Forum and Facebook www.facebook.com/#!/
SydneyBushWalkers .

Social: 
• Monthly informative evening presentations, 

concluding with networking over wine and 
cheese 

• Mid Winter Feast, Christmas Party and the 
Annual Picnic at Balmoral

• Annual Reunion at Coolana
• The Tiggers group for the young and young at 

heart.

Conservation:
Since our saving of the Blue Gum Forest in 1932, we 
have had a record of achievement, including Bouddi, 
North Era, Ettrema, Colong, Border Ranges, Colo, 
Tantawanglo, Wollemi and others. This continues 
with: 

• Alerts on current issues and campaigns 
• Walks in areas of current conservation focus ie 

the Gardens of Stone 
• Bush care (at Coolana and other locations)
• Lobbying of Governments and Organisations.

Community Service: 
• Support for our members who train and serve 

with the Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad 
(BWRS) http://www.bwrs.org.au/

• Volunteer & Committee roles in support of the 
Club

• Acting as a facilitator on the various Skills 
Enhancement workshops to pass on expertise 
to others 

• Safeguarding the bush via representation and 
lobbying at State level (Confederation of NSW 
Bushwalking Clubs) and National Level (via 
Bushwalking Australia).

Heritage: Founded in 1927, with an ongoing parade 
of exceptional people, traditions of achievement 
and phenomenal experiences, conducted safely and 
with style.
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Communications problems with the club?
Please use the contacts below to resolve any problems you may have!

Mailing list - want to join, not receiving, having problems?  
Contact communications@sbw.org.au

Website - contributions, suggestions, errors? Contact webmaster@sbw.org.au

Address and email change? Please login to members.sbw.org.au/default_login.aspx to  
view your Membership Profile screen and the use the green links on the right hand side of  

the screen to change items as needed.

Need your SBW website login details? If you’ve forgotten or are not sure what your  
website login details are, please go to members.sbw.org.au/default_login.aspx and click  

Forgot Your Password at the bottom of the Login Box – then follow the prompts.

2013 SBW Reunion, Coolana, Kangaroo Valley

The Annual SBW Reunion will be held on the weekend 
of 16–17 March. This will be the 81st Reunion for all 
SBW members.

Car Parking Car parking at Coolana can be a 
problem. Park neatly and closely to conserve 
parking space. Please do not drive along the dirt 
access road if it has been raining recently (to avoid 
getting bogged).

Overflow parking arrangements – just before the 
left hand turn off to Mt Scanzi, take the dirt road on 
the right directly under the 330kV power lines, park 
on the grass and at the 1080 Poison sign, carry your 
pack and walk for 12mins through the bush along 
the Reserve Road foot track to Coolana.

Camping There are 53 hectares of land at Coolana 
on which to pitch your tent. This year all tentees are 
invited to try out the Eastern Camping Area. Down 
the hill to the Tool Shed, then right (east) downhill 
to a red flag in a tree. Follow the path through two 
rain forested creeks to the huge Eastern Flat, which 
has two tanks with water taps and lots of firewood.

SATURDAY:

1. Arrive mid-morning or come down the day before

2. Relax and enjoy the day, day walk in the vicinity, 
paddle, swim, canoe or kayak the Kangaroo River or 
cycle into Kangaroo Valley village.

3. Enter one of the orienteering events comprising 
the Butler Bush Bash.

4. About 5.30pm: Happy Hour at the Dot Butler 
Look Out followed at about 6pm by the Awakening 
of the Guardian Spirits for the newly gazetted Dot 
Butler Conservation Reserve.

5. About 7pm: Investiture of the President with 
SBW’s unique badges and symbols of office.

6. The traditional health food supper of spinach pie, 
March cake, coffee and Milo will be served.

7. Sit, sing, snooze and socialise around the camp 
fire.

SUNDAY:

1. Ritual bathing in the Kangaroo River at 6am.

2. 8am: damper baking competition (open, children 
and seniors).

3. Cavort on or in the waters of Kangaroo River – the 
annual, almost forgotten, swimming carnival will be 
held and the Henley Cup Awarded. For the list of 
prior winners refer to the bottom of the page at: 
www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-coolana.seo

4. Walk along the Western Distributor Track to 
inspect the Dot Butler Conservation Reserve and 
spend 15mins pulling some isolated clumps of 
lantana (please bring your gloves).

Bring A chair for concert, happy hour provisions, 
songbook, good voice, torch, spare/extra batteries, 
flour for damper.
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Summer in the Snowies
Virginia Waller

Time to get up on day 6 of our extended trip,and don’t 
feel at all tired – surely there must be something 
wrong? I spy blue skies beckoning for yet another 
day to come outside and play! How lucky are we 
– bright sun-filled days, cool temperatures and no 
flies.

Shower, dress, collect backpack and climb upstairs 
just in time to down my wheatie-bix, raisins and 
coffee before our 8am group briefing. Fellow 
walkers gradually file in, and voices amplify and fill 
the lounge room as everyone talks over everyone 
else. Our fearless leader, Mr DT, speaks ”Now, today 
we have three walks taking place . . .”. After the 
technical logistics of car shuffling and who’s going 
where with whom are confirmed we clamber down 
stairs, out through the airlock and down to the cars. 

We drive along the unsurfaced link road from 
Smiggins to Guthega, our starting point. Dead snow 
gums, chalky white and twisted stretch for many 
miles through the alpine valley and remind one of 
oversized dead coral.

8.40am and we are on the move, heading down 
through the native heath and bracken, behind the 
disused flying fox and up toward Illawong Hut. A 
cracking pace is set – what’s new, it’s SBW! We 
arrive at Illawong Hut at 9.18am, and take time 
to breathe and savour the distant view of Guthega 
pondage way off in the distance. Warm up over, we 
get serious for the remaining 400m and strike a 
steady pace, climbing up to the gnarled snow gums 
for some reviving fresh air and morning tea.

“So, we’ll head toward the saddle between little 
Twynam and Mt Twynam, then it’s just a matter of 
heading up the flank to the trig. OK?” Yeah, why 
not? In the spirit of Sir Ed, I stride out. The saddle 
is reached and with each step a new delight, first I 
see Headley Tarn down below and then a glimpse 
of Blue Lake. “Give me your hand and we’ll pretend 
we’re the Von Trapp family” – this alpine plain is 
surely like something from an Austrian postcard.

I cannot believe we have walked so far. Looking out, 
I can see the old service road up to Kosciuszko so 
we are the equivalent distance or more of Guthega 
to Charlottes Pass. “Last person to reach the Trig 
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is buying the rest of us a drink” – I’d best put my 
skates on, because if it’s me buying it will be cups 
of tea all round . . . maybe with a drop of brandy!

It’s just gone midday as we scale the Trig, and before 
you know it we are off, being the true alpinist’s that 
we are, never more than a moment to indulge on 
the peak. We climb down and along the ridge toward 
Anton. Lunch at Anton; or on Anton; anything to 
do with Anton is fine by me. Soft grasses, alpine 
flowers, snowdrifts and a cooling breeze mark our 
lunch stop at Mt Anton.

Afternoon fatigue and soreness sets in as we head 
toward Mt Tate. If it’s not your hip flexor then it’s 
your achilles or sunburnt ear lobes or lips. We keep 
high and skirt Mt Anderson so that Mt Tate comes 
into view. I’ll never get there. “We just go along 
and traverse around then it’s an easy 90m climb 
to the Trig” announces our fearless leader DT. The 
navigational tricks of getting to the Trig intrigue 
me. What seemed insurmountable from a kilometre 
away suddenly fades as we approach the west side 
and head up the flank to the Trig.

“It’s relatively easy from here we just go more or 
less down, down, down and roll on in to Pondage.” 
Relatively easy translated as there’s still some 
climbing up from the pass before we head down! 
We walk along in the late afternoon sun on walkers 
autopilot. Before our final descent we come across 
an idyllic scene of little coloured tents beneath the 

snow gums. A billy is on and a brew being made 
and happily enough this camp site is home to some 
fellow SBW walkers. A mug of strong sweet coffee 
and we leave the happy campers and head down.

Finally the Pondage comes into sight. As I cross 
the spillway I wish I could jump in. Stopping in the 
shade, I pour the remaining contents of my water 
bottle over my head. Of course, there’s one more 
final climb up to the cars. Since our departure 9 
hours earlier we covered some 25km on foot. We 
drive along in a silence that is imbued with utter 
contentment from a day of brilliant walking and now 
all energy is spent. I gaze out at the dead snow 
gums in a valley bathed in sun, a sun whose energy 
never seems to be spent. Home to Smiggins and 
to New Year’s Eve festivities . . . the last day of the 
year. And how did you spend yours?
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The idea was to walk around the Bogong High Plains 
in Victoria’s north-east, taking in the ten highest 
peaks in the state. Eight of us spent Boxing Day 
driving down to Mountain Creek, a delightful camping 
ground among the tall mountain ash forests which 
clothe the northern side of Mt Bogong. 

Thursday started with a couple of kilometres off-
track to join up with the northern section of the 
Razorback, a long ridge extending both north and 
south of Mt Feathertop. The off-track part was “a 
beautiful route through relatively open forest [with] 
low regrowth in some burnt areas”. At least it was in 
2006 . . . the regrowth had increased considerably 
by the time we got there and we were glad after an 
hour or more to reach the fire trail on the Razorback. 
The fire trail soon turned into a well-used foot track, 
providing a magnificent ridge walk first through 
forest, then through clusters of snow gums, then 
over alpine grasses and flowers to the Feathertop 
summit (2nd highest peak in Victoria, 1922m). A 
small saddle on the other side served as an exciting 
high-level campsite, with the bonus of a magical 
and extended sunset.

Friday morning saw the views from the campsite 
largely shrouded in the thick cloud which came 
spilling over the ridges to the east. The walk 
further south along the Razorback was misty and 
mysterious, though it had largely cleared by morning 
tea. The southern Razorback is less of a climb 
than its northern section, consisting of a series of 
undulations leading to the Alpine Road. After lunch 
we climbed over Mt Hotham (6th, 1861m) – too 
much human intervention in this area to be a really 
attractive walk – to pick up the snowpole line which 

can eventually be followed to Mt Bogong. After a 
side trip to Mt Loch (5th, 1865m) we descended 
Swindlers Spur to camp beside the Cobungra River 
in the grassy valley surrounding Dibbins Hut.

Saturday took us, at last, up to the High Plains 
proper, with an easy morning’s walk to the Tawonga 
Huts on the edge of the plains. After pitching 
tents and eating lunch we left our packs behind 
for an afternoon circuit of Mt Jaithmathang (7th, 
1852m) and Mt Fainter (4th, 1876m). The ascent 
to Mt Jaithmathang, a series of rocky outcrops 
with a trig point on the top, is along a very vague 
footpath that eventually fades to nothing: a few 
track markers assist from time to time. The views 
from the summit back across the Kiewa valley to 
Feathertop are definitely worth the climb. From the 
top we proceeded for a couple of kilometres off-track 
through open forest, light scrub and rocky outcrops 
to pick up the fire trail north of the huts. Continuing 
further north took us up to Fainter before the return 
along the seemingly interminable fire trail got us 
back to our campsite. After dinner we were treated 
to a magnificent moonrise through the trees.

The original plan for Sunday was to climb Mt McKay, 
number 8 on our list of 10. But with the visit involving 
an 8km roadbash detour to reach the unattractive 
building and fire tower on the top, and with even the 
leader describing it as “a very boring mountain”, the 
unanimous decision was to give it a miss. (So you 
see, it wasn’t a peakbagging trip after all.) In warm 
and cloudless conditions we crossed the High Plains 
to Mt Cope (10th, 1837m), which is reached from the 
main route by a lovely ramble through flowery alpine 
meadows and gnarled snowgums, with a little rock 
scrambling to round it off. Being in the middle of a 
relatively flat region, Cope affords extensive views 
in every direction, even a tantalising suggestion of 
Kosciuszko, Jagungal and the Main Range 100km 
to the north-east. A visit to Cope Hut (known as 
the High Plains Hilton) took us on to the wonderful 
grassy campsites surrounding Wallace’s Hut, the 
oldest structure still standing on the High Plains, for 
an earlyish finish.

Monday was New Year’s Eve, and it soon became clear 
that not many people had felt the need to go back to 
work yet. There were other walking parties out, and 
a huge number of runners, ranging from individuals 
to a group of about a hundred. Our first target was 
Mt Nelse, which forms the eastern boundary of the 

Peakbagging anyone?
David Angell



High Plains. The figures regarding Mt Nelse are odd. 
Officially, it has two summits, the northern being 
the higher at 1884m; but an unnamed top about 
a kilometre away is still higher at 1891m. In any 
case, it is invariably cited as Victoria’s 3rd highest 
peak. The track over the unnamed top leads on 
to Spion Kopje (9th, 1840m) from which there are 
views down to Falls Creek ski village. A northerly 
route, consisting of hints of a foot track among 
alpine grasses, led to our New Year’s Eve campsite, 
a flat summit at the southern end of the Grey Hills. 
There is a bit of a walk to get water, but most took 
the opportunity to also take a swim in the deep and 
surprisingly warm waters of the Big River. With its 
falls, pools and rocky surrounds, this is a spot not 

to be missed. Happy hour was followed by dinner, 
which was followed by sunset – not as good as the 
one from Feathertop four days earlier, but you can’t 
have everything . . .

On New Year’s Day it was decided to split the party 
into two groups of four, the drivers heading off early 
in order to get back to Mountain Creek and unshuffle 
the cars. With a long day proposed (something like 
1000m ascent and 2000m descent), the second 
four also left fairly early. The foot track across the 
Grey Hills is a beautiful walk, all the more so as 
few people use it. The descent at the northern 
end leads to the foot of Quartz Ridge, the south-
western route up Mt Bogong and the last climb of 
our trip. Ascending (and now and then surprisingly 
descending) through forest turning into snow 
gums, one emerges from the treeline on the crest 
of a narrow and rocky ridge. The climb continued 
more gently, crossing grasslands which were so 
thickly covered with alpine daisies and other flowers 
that they appeared completely white, and leading 
eventually to the Mt Bogong summit cairn (highest 
peak in Victoria, 1986m). The 1400m descent via 
the Staircase Spur was exciting, if knee-trashing. 

After sorting ourselves out and having a dip at 
Mountain Creek, we all headed into Mt Beauty 
township for a well deserved dinner and drink before 
heading back to Sydney (or in some cases, further 
into Victoria ) the next day.
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How to get to Coolana 
 
“Coolana” (an aboriginal word which means “happy meeting place of the future”) is located in the 
scenic Kangaroo Valley south of Sydney. 
 
Directions: Drive down either by the Princes Highway via Berry, or the Hume Highway via Mittagong. 
Then drive to the historic Village of Kangaroo Valley. Total distance is 185km via the Princes Hwy & 
175 km via the Hume Hwy ie 2.5 to 3 hrs dependant on traffic conditions and breaks. 
 

 
 
Just N of the village (see Map), turn W onto the Mount Scanzi Road, and drive 5 kms to the 
intersection of the Mount Scanzi Road and Tallowa Dam Road (just past the Power Lines). At the 
junction, keep going straight ahead on Tallowa Dam Rd for 100 metres, to the signposted entrance to 
Coolana. The entrance is on the N side of the road at grid reference 692513, on the Burrier Map 
(8928-2-S). Open & close the gate, and drive 400 metres on the dirt track to the car park. It is possible 
to camp near the cars (as this is near the Escarpment, take care at night). The primary camping area 
is on the Flats beside the river, 600 metres down the hill following the 4WD Track (which is easy to 
follow at night with a torch!). The track is suitable for hand trolleys. 
 
Facilities: There is a large open threes sided Shelter Shed (for wet weather), 2/3 of the way down the 
4WD track, and a Composting Toilet just up from the Camping Flat. Untreated water from our creek 
(which has a pristine catchment area) is piped to a tap near the Shed, and to a tap on the camping 
flat. Tank water from the Shed supplies water to a sink by the toilet. There is no power (the lights in 
the toilet and the exhaust fan are operated from a storage battery and a solar panel). 
 
The Kangaroo Valley Village has a number of facilities: a Pub, Mini Super Market/Service Station, 
Stores, Cafes, Tourist Shops and activities etc, refer: http://www.kangaroovalleytourist.asn.au/home/ 
Details of the Birds & other Fauna can be found at: http://www.kangaroovalleytourist.asn.au/dir/wildlife 
 
National Parks: 
Barrens Grounds: http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0401 
Buddarroo: http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0069 
Morton: http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0022 
 
Guides - The NSW NPWS publication 'Walks Guide, Kangaroo Valley & Adjacent National Parks' 
describes 25 graded walks in detail from 1 (easy) to 7 (very difficult) and is available for purchase 
from the NPWS Fitzroy Falls Visitors Centre (02 4887 7270) and from retailers in Kangaroo Valley 
(Hampden Cottage Craft, Homelea Cottage, Kangaroo Valley Woodcrafts). 

How to get to Coolana
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Tracks and Access Report

Access to Claustral Canyon
Alan Wells

Further to the Claustral entry saga: the NPWS office at 
Katoomba suggests a route on the west side of Mt Bell which 
commences on the Road at approx. Mt Wilson GR585846 
where there’s plenty of parking space. It is apparently very 
well marked and easy. The route goes south and then south-
east to drop into Claustral Brook via the side creek/gully at 
GR589837. 

After completing the canyon you exit the usual way until 

you get to the Camel’s Hump, and then follow the old entry 
down into Claustral Brook, cross over and exit the way you 
entered earlier in the day. 

The route in from Dismal Dingle is not receommended as 
the parking is to exposed to the road traffic. 

Further details and a map can be found at http://ozultimate.
com/canyoning/track_notes/claustral.htm

David Trinder

This report includes relevant extracts from the 
NPWS Park Closures section of their website. For 
further information, refer to www.environment.nsw.
gov.au/NationalParks/FireClosure.aspx.

The recent wild weather has forced the closure of 
most national parks in the northern rivers until they 
can be checked for storm damage and visitor safety. 
The high winds and flooding rain across the region 
has brought down many trees blocking access and 
creating other safety risks.  In the western section 
of the southern ranges a solid fuel fire ban is in 
place from 1 February 2013. The ban will remain in 
place until further notice.

Blue Mountains and Wollemi National Parks

Bents Basin State Conservation Area has closed 
areas.

Breakfast Point Lookout at Wentworth Falls is closed 
until further notice.

Burralow camping area is open via the Tabaraga 
Ridge FireTrail, Kurrajong Heights entrance.  

The Paterson Range Fire Trail from Bilpin (western 
side) remains closed as the Burralow bridge is 
presently undergoing repairs and is closed.

Dharawal National Park. No public access to the 
section of the park within the Sydney Catchment 
Area.  The southeastern section of the park, between 
the Southern Freeway and the Princes Highway, is 
located within a water catchment Special Area.

Gardens of Stone National Park. Due to wet weather 
the Ben Bullen Trail (from Ben Bullen to Baal Bone 
Gap through Gardens of Stone National Park and 
Wolgan State Forest) is very difficult to pass with 
numerous boggy sections.

Nattai State Conservation Area. Access restrictions 

and river crossing warnings. Caution required 
by bushwalkers at river crossings, including the 
Wollondilly River, due to elevated water levels.

Yerranderie Escorted Access tours are suspended 
due to road conditions.

Wollemi National Park.  There is a major fire in this 
park. See the Rural Fire Service website (Martindale).

Central Coast, Newcastle, Sydney

Barrington Tops National Park Antartic Beech Forest 
Track partially blocked by tree falls.  Gloucester Falls 
walk partially closed.

Bouddi National Park closed areas – on 5 Oct 2012, 
a fire burnt through 143 hectares bush. We ask 
visitors to keep out of the burnt area to allow the 
fragile bushland to recover.  Please note that trees 
affected by fire may be unstable and visitors should 
keep away from these areas.

Illawarra, Shoalhaven and Southern Highlands

Brindabella National Park. The Coree Summit trail is 
closed.  Fire ban: A park fire ban applies in the park.

Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation Area 
Closed areas. Areas closed due to rock falls, The 
following areas within Illawarra Escarpment State 
Conservation Area are closed owing to land slide and 
rock fall hazard: Five Islands Lookout, Mount Keira.

Area below Mount Keira summit, bounded in the 
north by the summit cliff line and Dave Walsh’s 
Track, in the west and south by Mount Keira Road 
and in the east by a line from Geordies Flat (hairpin 
bend) to Victoria Lookout.

Jervis Bay National Park. The trail to Red Point (Red 
Rocks) will be closed to vehicles and pedestrians to 
allow construction of the new vehicle access.
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Lucy Keatinge

Leaders: After the activity, please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:  
walksreporting@sbw.org.au Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document.

Walks and Activites Report

Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

8-30 Jun 2012  Kakadu National Park, NT  GRADE:  Multi Day Walk

START PLACE: Jim Jim  FINISH PLACE: Gunlom

ROUTE DESCRIPTION:  4 stages – two day walks (Ubirr/Bardedjilidji and 
Nourlangie); 4 nights up Jim Jim to Monoliths, Four Pools Falls, Rainforest Gully and 
back to Jim Jim; 5 nights up Barramundi Creek from Maguk to Buff Pool and over 
to Waterfall Creek via thge Slot, then to Pickaninny Pools and back; then finally one 
night above Gunlom Falls

A great series of walks in perfect weather. Jim Jim opened the day we were 
scheduled to start, so we were lucky. Lots of Aboriginal art sites visited, great 
swimming. Much of Kakadu had been burned off by backburning, which made for 
easier walking, but aesthetically was less pleasing, especially around the Monoliths 
and Buff Pool. Rainforest Gorge is a good way out back to Jim Jim, but needs time 
(6km in 6 hours). We passed a curled up Death Adder here, and one party member 
fell heavily on mossy rock with a heavy pack and broke a rib. 

Maguk, however, was still closed. It opened a day later, but we were still forced to 
do an extra 6km in afternoon heat to get to the car park where the walk normally 
starts. Again, lots of buring made for fast walking to Buff Pool. Did a side day 
walk across to The Slot and the excellent art site between it and Waterfall Creek. 
However, on the way back, a member of the party slipped and broke an ankle. 
The Careflight helicopter was quick to arrive, and the victim then spent 3 days in 
hospital after surgery to repair the serious break. The rest of the party continued.

We ended up with one last night in the bush, driving from Maguk to Gunlom for a 
magical last night under the stars upstream of the falls.

The broken ankle victim eventually made a full recovery

Marie Rose

Rick Symons
Susan Ellicott-
Darke
Richard Darke
Colin Atkinson
Pamela Irving

Visitors

Patricia Pearse

David Allen

Helen Rose

David Churches

15 Dec 2012 Blue Mountains National Park, Serendipity Canyon GRADE: 
M222E Canyon Grade 3

START AND FINISH PLACE: Cathedral Camping Ground, Mt Wilson

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Cathedral camping ground, Serendipity Canyon, 
“Wollongambie one” exit track and return to the Cathedral camping ground. 

The weather was overcast but mild temperatures, which suited this canyon. We 
had a party of six with two fresh from the SBW abseil course. Serendipity is an 
entry level canyon with some really special rock sculptures caused by water and 
wind erosion. As with all canyons, there are several extra hazards particularly the 
abseils and rock scrambling in and out of waterfalls and rock pools which everyone 
handled well.

The walk started at 8.15am, which allowed us to be first in the canyon that 
day, which was really good as two groups were just behind us with approx 15 
people. Wollongambie canyon has six abseils ranging from easy to moderate, and 
everyone seemed to enjoy themselves even when being completely immersed in 
the waterfall sections. When we finished the canyon we then had to swim/wade up 
the Wollongambie River to the normal Wollongambie one exit point and then on 
the track back. Everyone had smiles on at the end of the day. Actual time 7 hours.

Terry Moss

Isabelle Moss
Lucy Keatinge
John Robb
Daryl Sullings
Jodie Dixon
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Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

15–16 Dec 2012 Nattai National Park GRADE: M222 Q WALK

START AND FINISH PLACE: Wattle Ridge Road Hilltop

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Starting at Wattle Ridge Hilltop, walk to Nattai River 
via Mel Lee Pass, if hot stroll along the river to Emmett Falls and camp. Climb 
Russell’s Needle to the saddle. Sunday explore Macarthur Flat, then return to cars 
via Starlight Track. 

After leaving the cars at Wattle Ridge Saturday morning, we made our way to 
the beginning of the Starlights Track. From there we followed routes marked out 
by members of the Southern Highlands Bushwalking club (SHB). The route we 
followed takes you down to the Nattai on the south side of Ahearns lookout. 

On reaching the Nattai river we headed south along the river to the base of Russell’s 
Needle. We then made an attempt to climb to the top of the needle by a route 
make by cairns’ put in place by SHB. The way up is reach by way of the saddle at 
GR599978. We reached a point that we thought was the saddle but could not find 
a way to the top. Returning to the River we headed north along the valley to our 
camp site at Emmett’s flat. Emmett’s flat is a very scenic camp site and reminiscent 
of Acacia flat.

After breaking camp on Sunday I wanted to have a look around Macarthur’s Flat 
to see if there was any remains of the farm that existed there. We looked around 
for about an hour and a half without finding anything. Returning to cars by way of 
Starlight Track we finished early as it was very hot and a few of us where feeling the 
heat, so we stopped at the Thirlmere pub for a drink on the way home.

Glenn Draper

Tim Sutherland

Prospectives 
Robert Carter
Ed Squires 
Josette Squires

16 Dec 2012 Blue Mountains National Park, Mt Wilson, Bowen Creek North 
Branch Canyon GRADE: M222E Canyon Grade 3

START AND FINISH PLACE: Wynnes Road, Mt Wilson

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Wynnes Road Mt Wilson (cars), east on fire road, North 
Bowen creek, down stream to 200m below junction of North and South Bowen 
creeks, rock scramble north up and out of canyon, follow a trail back to the entry 
firetrail then west to return to cars. 

Mild to warm weather with clear skies. We had a group of six again, with one new 
canyoner. Followed the fire road east for 2km along the ridge then followed down a 
side creek track, which goes through a fern-filled gully to the Bowen Creek Canyon 
where we changed into wetsuits and abseil gear. As this was an entry level canyon 
we did some practice abseils (two off) as we walked down the canyon, which is 
quite open at this stage, after about a kilometre of walking and rock hopping we 
reached the main abseils, there are two of 8–12m which are both in the waterfalls. 
Then we swam, walked and scrambled through the lower part of the canyon. Just 
after the junction of the south Bowen creek we had lunch, changed clothes and then 
walked, scrambled and climbed north out of the canyon to the fire road we originally 
started on, and then back to the cars in 6.5 hours.

A very pleasant trip where all travelled well and enjoyed themselves. The SBW 
abseil days again showed it’s worth as our newcomer coped very well. The girls 
were in particularly in fine form with their version of the “Canyon Piston Dance” 
which really should have been a youtube video moment.

Terry Moss

Isabelle Moss
Jodie Dixon
Lucy Keatinge
Kevin Songberg

Prospectives
Simon Hager
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16 Dec 2012 Royal National Park GRADE: M222 Q WALK

START PLACE: Waterfall Station FINISH PLACE: Engadine Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Walk along Kangaroo Creek until Engadine track and then 
to Engadine station.

There is a faint track along parts of Kangaroo Creek but some bush bashing was 
required along with crossings of the creek to find the easiest path.

Calogero 
Panvino

Ted Nixon
Robert Fenton
Ben Watt
Alexandra Lazar
Misako Sugiyama
Ian Wolfe

Prospectives
Sagar Thakkar
Tammy Safi
Elicia O’Reilly
Shane Barrie

23 Dec 2012 Blue Mountains National Park GRADE: M231

START AND FINISH PLACE: Govetts Leap

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Govetts Leap, Braeside Walk, Neates Glen, Grand Canyon, 
Beauchamp Falls, Junction Rock, Govetts Leap.

An enjoyable walk with a good amicable group. It was a hot day so we had stops 
to cool off in the creeks. We did a side-trip to Edenderry Falls where we had lunch 
and swims. From lunchtime onwards there was cloud overhead and thunder and 
some drops of rain but nothing that bothered us. After the walk the Wattle Cafe in 
Blackheath kindly stayed open so that we could have coffees, etc.

Chris Dowling

Greg Bray
Geoff Bishop
Glenn Draper
Peter Cai
Tim Sutherland
Jodie Dixon
Marcia Kaye
John Robb
Helen MacDonald

Prospectives
Alan Carpenter

Adventure Specialist
Hiking & Outdoor
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Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

25 Dec 2012 West Head, Ku ring gai National Park GRADE: M212

START AND FINISH PLACE: Salvation Loop, West Head Road

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Wallaroo Track, off track to Cowan Point, rock-hop to 
Castle Bay, ascend to Yeoman’s Track, return West head Road.

Small band of people without invitations to Christmas lunch soldiered on in the rain, 
untroubled by encounters with any other hikers (who were at all Christmas lunch, 
presumably). Last minute cancellations meant we just made a quorum. Despite all 
this, we all enjoyed the day and the challenges.

John Kennett

John Robb

Visitors
Jackie Joseph
Liam Henty

26 Dec 2012–1 Jan 2013 Kosciuszko National Park GRADE: M222 Q WALK

START PLACE: Guthega Power Station (Munyang) FINISH PLACE: Guthega 
Village

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Day 1. Afternoon Start. Guthega Power Station, 
Disappointment Spur Hut, Schlink Pass (camp). Day 2. Schlink Pass, Schlink Hilton 
Hut, The Kerries, Mawsons Hut, Big Bend, Geehi River, Strumbo Range (camp two 
nights). Day 3. Morning side trip to Mount Jagungal and return. Then another side 
trip circuit of Tarn Bluff, with lunch at the tarn. Day 4. Strumbo Range, Big Bend, 
Tin Hut, via Valentine Creek, (camp). Afternoon side trip to vicinity Big Brassy Peak 
and return. Day 5. Tin Hut, Gungartan Pass, side trip to Gungartan Peak and return 
to Pass, Schlink Pass, Dicky Cooper Bogong, vicinity The Granite Peaks (camp). Day 
6. The Granite Peaks, The Rolling Grounds, Consett Stephen Pass, side trip to Mount 
Tate and return to Pass, Guthega Trig (camp). Day 7. Guthega Trig, Guthega Village 
(early morning finish).

It was a great walk. The weather gods were kind this year, with cold nights, 
generally clear skies, coolish days and rain prior to our arrival. We managed to 
always camp among snow gums, on snow grass. The first night’s campsite was 
really good and from then on they just kept getting better! Magnificent fields of 
alpine daisies (mostly mauve and white). Stunning vistas and relatively few March 
Flies for the time of year.

Owen Kimberly

Michele Powell
Lucy Keatinge
Shahram 
Landarani
Marella Hogan
Sun Clememt
Don Andrews

Prospectives 
Stephen Tree

26 Dec 2012–1 Jan 2013 Kosciuszko National Park GRADE: M222

START PLACE: Guthega Power Station (Munyang) FINISH PLACE: Guthega Village

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Munyang Power station, Schlink Pass, Gungartan Pass, 
Tin Hut, The Brassies, Mawsons Hut, Big Bend, Geehi River, Tarn Bluff, Mt Jagungal, 
The Kerries, Dicky Cooper Bogong, The Granite peaks, Consett Stephen Pass, Blue 
Lake, Guthega. 

A magic trip. Perfect weather, magnificent campsites, great company, terrific New 
Year’s Eve celebration with gourmet food, some great wildlife encounters, and not 
too many flies!

Rosemary 
McDonald 

Mike Arnott
Mark Patteson
Jenny Paton
Richard Darke
Lucy Moore
David Bell
Bryn Lynar
Susie Ellicott 
Darke
Kathy Lynar

26 Dec 2012–2 Jan 2013 Bogong High Plains, Victoria GRADE: L232 

START AND FINISH PLACE: Mountain Creek

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Car shuffle from Mountain Creek, Pyramid Hill, Feathertop, 
Razorback, Hotham, Loch, Dibbins Hut, Tawonga Huts, Jaithmathang, Fainter (half 
day walk without packs), Cope, Wallace’s Hut, Nelse, Spion Kopje, Crow’s Nest, 
Grey Hills, Quartz Ridge, Bogong, Staircase Spur, Mountain Creek

As planned, except for omission of Mt McKay. Total of 130km

See full report page 13

David Angell

Melinda Turner
Neil Hickson
Lisa Mccarthy
Mark Dabbs
Bruno De 
Villenoisy
Andrew Vilder
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Date, Walk Location & Route Participants

26 Dec 2012–2 Jan 2013 Kosciusko National Park

START AND FINISH PLACE: Windarra Ski Lodge

We had 22 people staying in the Windarra Ski Lodge and 19 in the neighbouring 
lodge Gunuma, a total of 41 people.

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Many walks were done, some with many people, some 
with few, here is a summary

Thursday 27th Dec
1. David Trinder leader, 28 people 22km (for those who went around the Lakes 
Walk): Starting from Charlotte Pass we crossed the Snowy River and walked up to 
Blue Lake for morning tea, then with a group of 19 people (Jan took nine on the 
next walk) we continued around the Lakes Walk to Lake Albina for lunch, Mount 
Kosciuszko and back to Charlotte Pass.
2. Jan Mohandas, 9 people, 13 km: Blue lake to Mount Stillwell and return to 
Charlotte Pass.
3. Dennis Trembath, 3 people: Charlotte Pass to Mount Stillwell and explore 
the remains of the old restaurant and down the hill toward the Thredbo Road and 
return.

Friday 28th Dec
David Trinder and Jan Mohandas leaders, 29 people, 12, 19 or 13km
From Thredbo chairlift Jan took 12 people walking up to Crackenback under the 
chairlift, the other 17 went up the chair lift, all except five of the 29 walked up the 
metal track to Lake Cootapatamba and to North Ramshead for lunch, then down 
the Ramshead range to South Ramshead and Dead Horse Gap. The 5 walked down 
the short track to Dead Horse Gap and beside the Thredbo River to the Village. Jan 
took half of the remaining 24 down the track beside Thredbo River to the village 
while the others went back in cars.

Saturday 29th Dec
1. David Trinder leader, group of 7, 25km: The walk went from Guthega Village 
up the spur beside Guthega Creek, past Consett Stephen Pass, over the Rolling 
Grounds to Dicky Cooper Bogong and down to Schlink Pass and to Guthega Power 
Station. We met a group of 10 SBW members camping at Schlink Pass.
2. Jan Mohandas leader, group of 3, 20km: The walk went from Charlotte Pass 
to Mount Kosciuszko on the fire trail and return.
3. John Pozniac leader, group of 9: The walk went from Guthega Village with 
walk 1. but they turned left to Consett Stephen Pass then up to Mount Tate and 
down the Tate East Ridge to Gills Knobs and down to the Guthega pondage and 
Guthega Village.
4. Jim Close leader, group of 12, 20km: The walk went from Munyang, the 
Guthega Power Station, up the fire trail to Schlink Pass, then up onto Mount 
Gungarton and down Disappointment Ridge to the Aquaduct track and back to 
Munyang.

Sunday 30th Dec 
1. Jan Mohandas leader, group of 9, 20 km: Dead Horse Gap to Cascade Hut 
along the Cascade Trail and return.
2. John Pozniac leader, group of 6: Charlotte Pass to Blue Lake, the Sentinel 
and return.

Monday 31st Dec
1. David Trinder leader, group of 7, 25 km
The walk went from the Guthega Village to Illawong Lodge and up to Mount Twynam 
then down the Main Range to Mount Tate, Consett Stephen Pass and then down to 
Guthega Village. We saw Owen Kimberley’s party on the Guthega Ridge.
2. New Years Eve party with a theme of “yellow”, 30 present.

Tuesday 1st January 2013
1. Perisher Valley to Porcupine Rocks for lunch and return, 10 people, 7km.
2. Jan Mohandas Leader, group of 6, 22km: Charlotte Pass to Mount Kosciuszko 
and return by fire trail.

David Trinder

Jan Mohandas
Margaret 
Mohandaa 
David Rostron
Christine McColl
Pamela Irving
John Pozniac
Emmanuelle 
Covert 
Justine Vivien 
de remy de 
Courcelles (Baby)
Tim Yewdall
Sandra See
Linda Mallet 
Graham Byrne 
Jan Spencer
Virginia Waller
Lloyd Francis
Valerie Rice
Lisa Ochs
Klaus Umland
Rod Wales
Karen Carkner
Dennis Trembath
Angelika Langley
Brian McConaghy
Lynn Yeaman
Misako Sugiyama
Alan Sauran
Suzanne Sauran
Helen McDonald
Jim Close
Patrick McNaught

Prospectives

Bill Wood
Jade Chang
 Julio Rodrigues
Tammy Safi
Gray Thorn

Visitors
Judith Rostron
Rawdon Waller
Stephen 
Stockdale
Deborah Warren 
Smith
Jennene Arnel
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29 Dec 2012 Blue Mountains National Park GRADE: M232

START AND FINISH PLACE: Wentworth Falls Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Wentworth Falls, Darwins Walk, Slacks Stairs, Hippocrene 
Falls, Prince Regents Glen, Vera Falls, Valley of the Waters, Lilians Glen, Edinburgh 
Castle Rock, Wentworth Falls.

It was a great day for a summer walk – clear and sunny but not too hot. The 
views around the top and bottom of Wentworth Falls were spectacular. We had 
morning tea between Slacks Stairs and Hippocrene Falls. After the side-trip to 
Prince Regents Glen lunch was enjoyed in the shade beside the water at the top of 
Vera Falls. Further up Valley of the Waters there were many tourists and there were 
commercial canyoning groups in the usual places. 

Between Lilian’s Bridge and Edinburgh Castle Rock one of our group who is usually 
a strong walker suffered severe cramps. The combined resources of the group were 
able to provide our unwell walker with lots of extra water, salt, pain-killers and 
various goodies which after a period of time had the desired effect and we were 
able to continue on to Wentworth Falls. A big thank you to Dr Tim Sutherland for his 
professional care of our comrade.

Chris Dowling

Greg Bray
Tim Sutherland
Glenn Draper
Marcia Kaye

Prospectives
Roy Jamieson
Shane Barrie

30 Dec 2012 Lower Blue Mountains GRADE: M223

START AND FINISH PLACE: Glenbrook Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Glenbrook Station, Jellybean Pool, Red Hands Cave via 
Link Track, Crayfish Pool on Kanuka Brook, Duck Hole via Kanuka Brook, Glenbrook 
Station.

We encountered drizzle on the drive up to Glenbrook; by the time we started hiking 
at 0910 the rain had stopped, but the cloud cover was heavy and the humidity 
very high. The sun did break through, increasingly frequently after noon, but the 
temperature never rose beyond comfort level.

Crayfish Pool is a beautiful swimming hole, fed by a pretty waterfall. We couldn’t 
see any easy way to get to the top of the falls. The walk was advertised as M112, 
but the leader had underestimated Kanuka Brook. From Crayfish Pool to where the 
Brook empties into Glenbrook Creek is about 6km, every inch of which seemed 
to involve rock hopping, boulder scrambling, stepping over or sliding under fallen 
trees, and tearing through clutching vines. It took us five hours to do the 6km. 

Nevertheless the party, including four Prospectives all on their first SBW walk, 
maintained its good humour throughout, and all finished in good shape (other than 
some bruises and scratches).

Leigh McClintock

Jodie Dixon

Prospectives
Jai Kris 
Tracey Avolio
Barbara 
Laborczfalvi
Joe Laborczfalvi

5 Jan 2013 Lower Blue Mountains Glenbrook GRADE: M222E

START AND FINISH PLACE: Glenbrook Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Glenbrook Station, Park Visitors Centre, Glenbrook Gorge, 
Tunnel View Lookout, Portal Lookout, Nepean River, Glenbrook Creek, Jellybean 
Pool, Park Visitors Centre, Glenbrook Station. Great views of Glenbrook Gorge, 
Lapstone escarpment and Nepean River. There are 2.5km off-track, including 
Glenbrook Creek upstream rock hopping. Swimming and wet feet included. Possible 
Jellybean and Blue pool visit

Walk went as planned apart from final 1km before Jellybean Pool due to hot weather. 
The party members were exhausted and we had to stop frequently. After reaching 
Jellybean Pool the decision was made not to visit Blue Pool but walk out to the Park 
entrance and train station.

Ondrej Ivanic

Julio Rodrigues

Prospectives
Barbara 
Laborczfalvi
Joseph 
Laborczfalvi
Melissa Suen
Shane Barrie
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5 Jan 2013 Royal National Park GRADE: M221

START PLACE: Heathcote Station FINISH PLACE: Engadine Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Karloo Track, Uloola Falls, Robertson Knoll, Kangaroo 
Creek, Engadine Track, Engadine Station

The day was going to be a hot one. We knew that. But with the advent of a fire at 
Burning Palms the day before came the reminder that we needed to be vigilant as 
well. Leaving Heathcote Station the party commenced the walk at a strong pace 
down Karloo Track. It was not long before we were at Karloo Pools, then on again 
to arrive mid morning at Uloola Falls. The Falls could easily pass by unrecognised as 
any water close to the drop is long gone this far in to the summer season.

After a short break under magnificent Eucalypts, the party headed off, following the 
line of Gurrumboola Ridge along the Uloola Track. It was near midday, and it was 
indeed getting hot. Arriving at Robertson Knoll, it was an easy decision to press on 
downwards to Kangaroo Creek for lunch and a hoped for cool off in the pools. This 
decision did not disappoint. Spending an hour reviving in the pools was preparation 
for the last push, beginning with the biggest hill climb of the day. Continuing along 
the Engadine Track through to Engadine Station, the overhead leafy canopy was 
greatly appreciated. The walk finished up mid afternoon. With the heat of the day 
by then at its height, we were happy to conclude when we did. A very enjoyable - 
and sweaty - bushwalk and a great bunch of walkers.

Lynette Preston

Uwe James Seil
Charmian Seil
Alan.Carpenter
Julian Martin
Ian Wolfe
Alexandra Lazar
Leigh McClintock
Rosemary 
MacDougal
Lisa Sheldon
Melinda Turner

Prospectives
Alan Carpenter

19 Jan 2013 Royal National Park GRADE: M222

START AND FINISH PLACE: Otford Station

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Otford station, north onto Garawarra Ridge, off-track to 
Burning Palms beach, Burgh Ridge and Garawarra Ridge tracks to Otford station

The purpose of this walk was exploratory, with our objective being to locate two 
“squeezeways” that would allow us to traverse the 297m escarpment down to 
Burning Palms Beach. We located the first of the two squeezeways without much 
difficulty and once through the second squeezeway we soon realised that the safest 
and fasted way down the steep escarpment was to slide down on our bums. Rock 
scrambling and bush bashing added to the excitement. Our journey from top to 
bottom took just on 2 hours and covered a distance of just under 3km. Everyone 
was elated with the experience. 

Throughout the day fascinating views constantly unfolded before our eyes. Afternoon 
tea was spent at Bulgo Lookout, which gave us the opportunity to appreciate the 
steepness and the ruggedness of the journey that we just undertaken.

John O’Riordan

Lisa Sheldon
Ju Suntiruxpong
Rosemary 
Macdougal
Marlene Fransen
Graham Lane
Lucy Keatinge
Vicky Zhang

Prospectives
Tammy Safi
Nandan Cox

19 Jan 2013 Manly Dam GRADE: Kayaking - Training

START AND FINISH PLACE: Manly Dam

There were 18 taking part in this activity. Don introduced them to the forward 
stroke on the paddling bench and then put them in to the recreational and racing 
kayaks to improve their balancing skills. 

Owen demonstrated turning strokes, water safety and rescue skills. Everyone got 
wet and enjoyed themselves. We had a lot of positive feedback and all participants 
were enthusiastic in improving their kayaking ability.

Don Andrews 

Owen Kimberley 

Anne Maguire
Ted Nixon
Stephen Branding
Yvonne Branding
Bradley Russ
Helen Macdonald
Kelvin Cheung
Frank Grennan
Hubert Habitch

Prospectives
Anna Martinis
Dario Ferlin
Jenni Sanders
Farnam Soodman
Tanya Powel
Gray Thorn
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19 Jan 2013 Ben Bullen State Forest GRADE: S222

START AND FINISH PLACE: Ben Bullen State Forest 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: West of the Great Divide, these valleys encapsulate in a 
relatively small area, everything that is exciting and interesting about bushwalking 
– incredible rock sculptures, tall pagodas, narrow slot canyons, magnificent caves, 
verdant forests and more.

Yuri Bolotin

Alexandra Lazar
Tony Holgate
Peter Cai
Jodie Dixon
Melinda Turner

Prospective
Amanda Nelson
Visitor
David Xiao

19 Jan 2013 Porto Ridge, Kur-ring-gai National Park GRADE: M222 Q WALK

START PLACE: Cowan Station FINISH PLACE: Brooklyn

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Cowan Station, Jerusalem Bay, off track Porto Ridge, Peak 
Hill, Sandy Bay, Parsley Bay, Brooklyn. About 14ks.

Wet, relatively cool day. Reasonably fit group of enthusiastic prospectives enjoyed 
the off track experience including an introduction to navigating in the wrong 
direction. After recovering from our mistake, located a wonderful hand stencils 
cave, then the sky cleared for great views over the Hawkesbury from Peak Hill, 
before reaching Brooklyn around 4pm. Enough time for a visit to the pub before 
catching the train back.

 

John Kennett

Lisa Sheldon
Chris Dowling
Misako Sugiyama
Robert Carter
Julian Martin

Prospectives
Genevieve Savill
Sam Rees-Jones
Anna Martins
Dario Ferlin
Barbara 
Laborczfalvi
Joseph 
Laborczfalvi
Sub Maukherjee
Krit Maukherjee
Tracey Avolio

20 Jan 2013 Manly Dam GRADE: Kayaking - Training

START AND FINISH PLACE: Manly Dam

Kayak training for beginners and paddlers who wanted to improve their skills. Kerrie 
Allsop was my assistant for the day and did an excellent job. We started on a 
paddling bench demonstrating the forward stroke, then on to the water in sea 
kayaks as an introduction. 

Then on to recreational and racing kayaks to improve balancing skills with lots 
of swimming and lots of fun. All participants practiced assisted and unassisted 
rescues. Everyone enjoyed themselves and had good outcomes. 

Don Andrews

Kerrie Allsop

Brian McConaghy
Elena Bogatova
Katrina Graham
Angelika Langley
Jenny Edwards

Prospectives
Helen Reidy
Jonathan Reidy
Carolyn Frewer
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25–28 Jan 2013 Kosciuszko National Park GRADE: L222

START AND FINISH PLACE: Dead Horse Gap

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Dead Horse Gap via Cascade Trail to The Pilot and return.

On Friday we left the cars at Dead Horse Gap and walked south along the Cascade 
Trail in overcast weather. Great views from the top of Bob’s Ridge, including The 
Pilot, our ultimate destination. Morning tea at Cascade Hut, lunch beside the track. 
Arrived at Tin Mine Huts where we spent the night. On Saturday morning there was 
a continual rumbling of thunder and occasional spots of rain. By the time we set 
off, however, the weather appeared to be clearing. But then again... by the time 
we had reached the vicinity of The Pilot the occasional showers had returned, now 
accompanied by lightning. Proceeding with caution, we climbed off track to the 
summit of The Pilot and were rewarded by a sunny lunchtime and magnificent 360 
degree views. 

Back to Tin Mine Huts (on the way, a fruitless attempt to discover the actual mine 
site), where Australia Day happy hour included Anzac biscuits and Tim Tams. 
Sunday, back to Cascade Hut in, yes you guessed it, intermittent showers, to spend 
a relaxing afternoon in the beautiful surrounds of the hut. Towards evening, clouds 
spilled over the eastern passes and filled the valley. 

Monday dawned bright and sunny (at last) for an easy morning’s walk back to the 
cars at DHG - lunch at Cooma - back to Sydney amid pouring rain!

David Angell

Bradley Russ
Peter Cunningham
Jim Close
Leigh Mcclintock
Bruno De 
Villenoisy
Rosemary 
Macdougal

27 Jan 2013  Blue Mountains National Park  GRADE: M232

START AND FINISH PLACE: Govetts Leap 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION: Govetts Leap, Braeside Walk, Neates Glen, Grand Canyon, 
Beauchamp Falls, side trip to Edenderry Falls, Junction Rock, Govetts Leap.

An enjoyable walk with a fit and amicable group. This short notice walk was fully 
booked very quickly. On the morning of the walk there were cancellations, mainly 
because of the rain and the forecast of more rain. We started walking at 8.45am, 
in light rain. We had morning tea in a dry overhang in the Grand Canyon. Soon 
afterwards rain jackets were removed because the rain had eased to virtually 
nothing. The water levels in the creeks were higher than usual, but not by a huge 
amount, so the creek crossings were not dangerous. We did the side trip up to 
Edenderry Falls and had lunch at Blackwall Glen. We decided to return to Govetts 
Leap via the Horse Track and Evans Lookout instead of via Junction Rock and Govetts 
Leap Brook. We had afternoon tea on the flat rock lookout near the top of the Horse 
Track. The sun was shining when we arrived back at Govetts leap at 4.30pm.

Chris Dowling

Owen Kimberley
Michelle Powell
John Kennett
Julian Martin

Prospectives
Gloria Roberts
Clare Teschendorf
Ben Wilton

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy 
Pallin Club membership.

Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this 
newsletter and they will honor this offer!



Summer Social Program

All meetings/events are held at Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre and start at 7.35 pm,  
unless indicated otherwise. 

Please assemble downstairs until the yoga class finishes, so that the class  
can have a peaceful ending. 

February

Wed 20    Social Evening. Seven Summits.
Chris Burke, ‘Everest summiteer’ and ‘Seven Summitter’ will be presenting on her experiences 
climbing Mt Everest in 2011 - the journey, the challenges and the lessons. She will also present 
on the other mountains around the world comprising the ‘Seven Summits’ including Denali and 
Aconcagua. Chris has only recently returned from Nepal in early December 2012 after having 
successfully climbed Lobuche, Pachermo and Ama Dablam. She will be returning to Nepal only 
days after her SBW talk in order to prepare to climb Mt Lhotse, and then she is scheduled to 
go to Pakistan to attempt to climb Gasherbrums 1 and 2. Chris is also keen to answer any 
questions you may have on Nepal.

March

Wed 13 @ 7.35pm   Annual General Meeting
Please attend to help decide some important matters for the Club - there will be a lucky door 
prize as well as wine and nibbles afterwards.

Wed 13 @ 8pm   Meeting for those interested in joining SBW – an introduction to 
the club

The Club’s Annual Reunion

Friday to Sunday 15–17 March at Coolana 
Lots of activities and time to renew or make friendships – at sunset on the Saturday we will 
gather for drinks at the Dot Butler Lookout, inaugurate the new President and celebrate the 
opening of the Dot Butler Conservation Reserve with a Dayho to make the ranges ring.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!

Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social 
evenings? If you have any ideas for social events, contact Christine McColl: social@

sbw.org.au. Have you had a great trip somewhere you would like to share?  
Let us know!
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